
What Do I Do With Those TEN FRAMES? 
Whole/Small Group/Partner Activities 

 
 Ten Frame Flash - “1, 2, 3, what do you see?” Ask the students to identify the 

quantity of dots on the card and how they see them. 
 Flash and Say, and Flash and Show (using fingers to show quantity on card 

different ways……two hands) ,  
 I have … Who has…? (sets of cards already made up) 
 Find a Match -  

Arrange a set of Ten Frames (TF) that has two cards with the same quantity. 
Ask students to find a person who has a match.  

 Vary the set of TF to address different concepts such as: 
  * different quantities 
  * one more than, one less than, two  more or two less 
  * match TF with numeral cards 
  * find a match to make a ten (2 addends) 
  * find others who you can join with to make a target number                 
    (i.e.15) 
  * sequence the group of TF from smallest to largest, largest to                 
     smallest 
  * sort into groups - let them decide on how they sort the cards 
  * identify the two part of domino cards and find other dominoes         
     that have the same quantity  
 Play  Concentration with a limited amount of TF using various ways: 

  * matching same quantities 
  * sorting the cards into groups (determined by the students) 
  * matching concrete materials with dots on cards 
  * identifying the different parts on TF 
 Part-Part- Whole – Ask the students to identify the part shown on the ten frame 

and ask “What is the other part to make 10?” 
 Ten Frame Trains - Give the students a set of TF and ask them to sequence them 

(forward or backwards or from any starting point). To extend, have them tell you 
how many empty spaces there are or how many more are need to make 10. 

 Dice Match – Roll the dice and have students find the TF card that has the same 
amount.  If they roll an 11 or a 12, they roll again. 

 Ten Frame Difference Challenge – (2 sets of TF and 50 counters)  Each student 
has a set of ten frames. Each student turns over the top card from their pile and 
identifies the amount.  The student with the largest takes as many counters from the 
pile as the difference between the two cards.  Play continues until all the counters 
are gone. 

 SNAP – Play in pairs.  Each student makes a pile of DC with the dots hiding. Both 
students turn over the top card.  If they are the same quantity, the students need to 
say “SNAP”.  The students who says it first wins both cards. 



 I Wish I Had – Hold up a TF and say “I Wish I Had ___”. Ask students to identify how 
many more or less you would need to get the quantity you wish you had. 

 Roll Them – Ask the students to roll 2  dice and find the total.  The total will become 
the target number. Students need to find combinations of TF that will equal the 
target number. 

 Go Fish – (2 sets of TF) Students play in partners. Each player starts with 5 cards 
and the rest go into the Fish Pond.  The first player chooses a card  (i.e. 7) and asks 
their partner if they have the other part to make 10 (or 20)?”  If the partner has the 
card they give it to the other person.  That person lays down the 2 cards that equal 
the target number.  The can repeat the process with another card.  If the second 
player doesn’t have the card they say “GO FISH” and the player must pick up a card. 
The player with the most sets wins! 

 Add a Ten – (2 sets of TF) Place a 10 TF card face up in the centre of the players. 
Place the other cards face down in a pile.  Students take turns flipping over the top 
card and adding 10 to it.   (Same could be done with add 9) 

 Make a Ten Solitaire -  use TF as playing cards .  Mix the deck and turn 5 cards face 
up. Remove any combinations which have the sum of 10.  Replace any cards 
removed with new cards face up.  Continue until you have no cards left in the deck 
or no sums of 10 can be made. 

 Doubles - Use a set of TF cards.  Turn over a card and ask the student to double the 
number.  

Centres/Activities 
 
 How Many Are There? 

Provide access to TF and have students match the quantity on cards to 
structures/creations (i.e. 6 blocks to build a tower) 

 Counter Match – Students place one counter on top of each dot on the Ten Frame.  
Ask: “How many dots are there?” 
Ask: “How many do you see?  How do you know?” 

 2 part mats- (i.e. ladybugs) – have students create as many ways as possible to 
represent the quantity on the TF in 2 parts. 

 Ten Frame Detectives – have students choose a TF and stamp the quantity as 
shown on the card.  Then ask the students to show the quantity a different way and 
record the matching numeral. 

 Ten Frame Sort – Asks students to sort the cards various ways. 
 Representing DC Other Ways -  have students use the following to represent 

quantities on TF: 
 - bingo dabbers   - sand table 
 - stickers    - paint easel 
 - stamp pads   - computers 
 - magnetic counters 
 - cards 


